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Certain problems involving the coloring the edges or vertices of infinite graphs are shown to 
be undecidable. In particular, let G and H be finite 3-connected graphs, or triangles. Then a 
doubly-periodic infinite graph F is constructed such that the following problem is undecidable: 
For a coloring of a finite subset of the edges of F red and blue, determine whether this 
2-coloring can be extended to all the edges of F without either a red G or blue H occurring. In 
the ease of vertex-coloring, a similar esult holds; here, three colors are used, and the forbidden 
configuration is (as usual) simply two adjacent vertices of the same color. 
Introduction 
The idea of coloring the dements  of a graph has been a fruitful source of 
problems for a long time. Most of these problems can be thought of as being part 
of Ramsey theory for graphs. However, this term is used most often to apply to 
certain problems involving coloring the edges of a graph; the following arrow 
relation is central to the study of Ramsey theory. If F, G and H are (simple, but 
for our purposes not necessarily finite) graphs, write F--~ (G,/-/) to mean that if 
the edges of F are colored red and blue, either the red subgraph contains a copy 
of G or the blue subgraph contains a copy of H. (Of course, we write F-f-> (G, H) 
if this does not hold.) See [2] for a survey of results concerning this relation when 
F, G and H are finite. For vertex-colorings, the central concept has a somewhat 
different character. As usual, call a graph k-colorable if its vertices can be colored 
in k colors so that no two adjacent vertices have the same color. The related 
problem of k-edge-colorability is also greatly studied; we will not consider this 
problem here. 
It is well known that k-colorability, even 3-colorability, is an NP-complete 
problem for finite graphs [9]. Furthermore, if G and H are 3-connected, or 
triangles, it has been shown [3] that deciding if F-/-> (G, H) is an NP-complete 
problem. Here, we will show that when infinite graphs are involved, testing for the 
above properties can be undecidable. 
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1. Edge-coloring 
For the sake of precision, it is important o state the problems to be considered 
formally. For consistency with the terminology of NP-completeness, we state the 
problem in the negative. 
NON-ARROWING. 
Instance: Graphs F, 13 and H. 
Question: Is it true that F-/-> (13,/-/)? 
It is actually more convenient o deal with the following variant of the above 
problem. 
EXTENDABLE EDGE-COLORING 
Instance: Graphs F, 13 and H, and a 2-coloring c of some finite subset of the 
edges of F. 
Question: Can c be extended to a coloring of all the edges of F in such a way that 
no red G or blue H occurs? 
We will prove that F_XlXNDABLE EDGE-COLOR/NG and NON-ARROWING are undecid- 
able for certain fixed 13 and H and for infinite F. However, we will actually prove 
the results for a very highly restricted class of F. Call a graph F doubly-periodic f 
it has the following properties. Its vertices are labeled a~jk, i = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  ] = 
0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  k = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  K. We call each set of a~jk, where i and j are fixed, a 
cell of F. The only edges of F are wholly contained in a cell, or join vertices in 
neighboring cells, that is cells whose i and j differ by at most one. Finally, the 
graph is doubly-periodic in the obvious sense; the adjacency of a~i k with ai,j,k, 
depends only on i - i ' ,  j - j ' ,  k, and k'. Clearly, such a doubly-periodic graph is 
really a finitary object; no technicalities of recursion arise, as they do in [8]. We 
make one more definition. Let Fs be the set of all 3-connected graphs, together 
with the triangle Ks. 
Theorem 1. Let 13, H~F a. Then a doubly-periodic infinite graph F may be 
constructed ]:or which EXaXNDABLE tmE-COIX3RING iS undecidable. 
"l~eorem 1'. Let (9, He  1"3. If  F is the graph constructed in Theorem 1, then 
NOr~-ARROWlNG is undecidable for the class of graphs formed from F by adding a 
finite set of vertices and edges. 
Before proving these results, we need some preliminaries. Define a ( G, /-/) - good 
coloring of a graph F to be a 2-coloring of the edges of F in such a way that no 
red G nor blue H occurs. Thus F ~ (G, H)  means that F has no (G, /-/)-good 
coloring. A (G, H)-determiner with determined edge e is an F such that 
F -~ ((9,/-/), but in any ((9,/-/)-good coloring, e is red. Observe that a (G,/-/)- 
determiner cannot exist when G = H. A positive (G, I-l)-sender with signal edges e 
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and [ is an F such that F -~ (G, H), but in any (G, H)-good coloring, e and f have 
the same color, and moreover, F is not a determiner for the edges e and f. A 
negative (G, H)-sender is the same, but with 'the same color' replaced by 'opposite 
colors'. We call these graphs senders because they, in effect, send signals between 
e and f. We will usually drop the (G,/-/) from the above terms when the meaning 
is clear. The following lemma, taken from [5], shows that the above definitions are 
meaningful. 
l[~mma 1 ([5]). If G, H ~ /'3, then both positive and negative (G, H)-senders exist, 
with the property that their signal edges are farther apart than the order of either G or 
H. In addition, if G ~ H, then ( G, H)-determiners exist. 
In addition to senders and determiners, we need a more elaborate type of 
graph. Let G and H be graphs, and let ~b be a Boolean function of k variables. 
Then a ( G, H, ~b )-evaluator is a finite graph F with a reference dge [, input edges 
al, • . . ,  ak, and an output edge b, which has the following properties: 
(i) If G# H, then f is always red in any (G, /-/)-good coloring. 
(ii) For each of the 2 k possible 2-colorings of the edges, there is a (G, /-/)-good 
coloring of F for which the input edges are so colored. 
(iii) In any (G, /-/)-good coloring of F, the color of b is d~(aa,.. . ,  ak), where 
the color of f represents falsehood and the opposite color represents truth. 
l.~mma 2 ([3]). 1[ G, He  F3, and 6 is any Boolean function, then (G, H, d')- 
evaluators exist. 
Proof (of Theorem 1). We will construct a graph F which models a universal 
Turing machine, and such that the coloring c determines the initial state of its 
tape. The coloring can be extended if and only if the machine does not halt on 
that input. Since the halting problem for Turing machines is undecidable, 
Theorem 1 follows. The construction is a fairly straightforward application of 
well-known principles, so we will omit most of the details. Our method of proof is 
similar in spirit, but enormously easier than, the proof that the Domino Problem 
[1] is undecidable. It is also similar to the proof of Cook's theorem on NP- 
completeness; ee [6]. 
F is to be built up from identical cells F~j. We must describe (sketchily) the 
graph representing each cell, as well as the connections between cells. Begin the 
construction of the F~j by placing in each a number of special edges, denoted t~ i, ~i, 
~j, ~j, and e~ i. The color of the edges t~j will represent the mark in square i of the 
tape at time j of the execution of the Turing machine. The color of the edges ~j 
represents falsehood; make sure they all agree by joining the ~j in each cell to 
those in its neighbors by positive senders. The ~i determine the positions of the 
read-write head of the Turing machine. That is, if ~i has the color representing 
truth (the opposite of the color of fij), then the head is considered to be at square i
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at time j. The ~j identify whether the head is to the left of square i at time j; the 
purpose of these edges is to help assure that the indicated position of the head at 
time j is unique. If e~ i has the color representing truth, the tape is blank (has the 
color of falsehood) for all squares beyond i at time j. The primary purpose of 
these edges is to assure that the tape is blank from some point on at time 0. 
To cause the graph F to function as a Turing machine, it is now necessary to 
connect these edges by the appropriate ((3, H, ~k)-evaluators. (For simplicity, we 
will say from now on that an edge is 'true' or 'false', rather than saying that they 
have the corresponding colors.) As an example of the use of an evaluator, we 
need the condition that if ~i is false, then t~.j+l has the same color as t~j. The truth 
value of this condition is obviously a Boolean function of ~j, t~ i and t~.i÷ 1. So, 
attach an evaluator to these three edges which expresses this function, and join its 
output edge to f~j by a negative sender. Another condition that needs to be 
satisfied is that if e~ is true, then e~,i+l is true; this condition can also be 
represented by an evaluator. 
Now form a set of edges &ik, where i = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  j = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  and k = 
0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  L. The s~ik indicate the state of the machine at time j if the head is at 
square i; the possible states of the machine are 0, 1 , . . . ,  L. If the head is not at i 
at time j, no s~jk should be true; otherwise exactly one will be. Again, a suitable 
evaluator, with its output edge connected to f~i by a negative sender, represents 
this condition. One state, say 0, is the halt state; we attach s~i0 to f~j by a positive 
sender. Thus, in any good coloring, an edge representing the halt state can never 
be true. 
Various evaluators are now needed to represent he actual functioning of the 
machine. First, the mark to be written (red or blue) on t~.i+ 1 needs to be evaluated 
if the head is at square i at time j; this is a Boolean function of ~i, t~j, and the sijk. 
Second, the color of h~.j+~ needs to be evaluated; this is a function of h~_l,i, ~.j, 
h~÷~. i, t~j, and the siik. Finally, the appropriate new state at time j + 1 needs to be 
evaluated and placed in either F~-Ij+I or F~+l,i+t; these, too, are Boolean 
functions of these same values. 
In addition to the above, various other conditions have to be taken care of. For 
instance, we must assure that the smallest i for which e~j is true moves to the right 
with increasing j; similarly, the smallest i for which ~j is true must move back and 
forth with the head. In any case, it is clear that all of these conditions can be 
represented by Boolean functions, and hence by evaluators. 
This construction will simulate a Turing machine, provided the coloring gets 
started properly. But this is easy, since we are free to restrict he initial coloring c. 
Of course, the initial state of the tape is represented by a coloring of a finite initial 
segment of to; in addition, the coloring must color e~0 true for the i just beyond 
this segment. Also, the coloring must specify that the head starts out at square 0; 
this is accomplished by coloring h0o and 10o. Finally, the S0ok must be specified so 
as to put the machine in the appropriate starting state. 
From our construction, we see that the only good colorings of F assign to the t~ i 
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the colorings corresponding to the states of the tape at time 0, 1 ,2 , . . .  ; 
moveover, this coloring can be continued indefinitely if and only if the corres- 
ponding Turing machine never halts on that input. This completes the proof. [ ]  
Proof (of Theorem 1'). Instead of a coloring c, use determiners (if G# H) or 
senders (if G = H) to force the colors of the appropriate finite set of edges of 
F. [ ]  
2. Vertex-coloring 
Now we turn our attention to problems of vertex-coloring. As before, we state 
two problems formally. 
VERTEX K-COLORING 
Instance: A graph F and an integer K. 
Question: Is FK-colorable? 
~ABLE VERTF_X K-COLOmNG 
Instance: A graph F, a positive integer K, and a K-coloring c of some finite 
subset of the vertices of F. 
Question: Can c be extended to a K-coloring of all the edges of F so that no two 
adjacent vertices have the same color? 
Theorem 2. Let K be a ftxed integer at least 3. Then a doubly-periodic infinite 
graph F may be constructed for which EX'mNDABLE V~a~TEX K-COLORING is undecid- 
able. 
Theorem 2'. Let K be a ftxed integer at least 3. I f  F is the graph constructed in 
Theorem 2, then VERTEX K-COLOmNG is undecidable for the class of graphs formed 
from F by adding a Iinite set of vertices and edges. 
Proof (of Theorems 2 and 2'). In view of the proof of Theorem 1, almost all we 
need is the appropriate quivalents of senders and evaluators. Also, we assume 
for the moment hat K = 3. The term 'good coloring' now means a 3-coloring of 
the vertices with no two adjacent vertices having the same color. Since three 
colors are involved, we use two to represent truth and falsehood, and the third as 
a color to control the action of the graphs we construct. It is easy to construct a
sender by joining two triangles along an edge. Clearly, this has good colorings, 
but in any good coloring, the two vertices of degree 2 have the same color; we 
may call these the signal vertices. In each cell F~j of F, we place a triangle; we use 
the vertices of this triangle as reference colors for truth, falsehood, and the 
control color, connecting the vertices between cells with senders so that they 
agree in color. 
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Fig. 1. 
It is easy to construct a graph representing the Boolean function 'not': just take 
a triangle, and force one of its vertices to the control color by joining it to the 
reference control color by a sender. In a good coloring, the other two vertices 
must represent opposite Boolean values. To represent the function 'and' is more 
complicated; such a graph is given in Fig. 1. The input vertices are labeled al  and 
a2, the output vertex is labeled b, and others are labeled [, t or c according to 
which color they are forced to assume by connection to a reference triangle. Six 
vertices of the graph are unlabeled; these are not joined to any vertices outside 
the figure. It is easily seen that this graph performs as desired. Of course, now that 
we have graphs that represent 'not' and 'and', we may build up any Boolean 
function from them in an obvious way. (This is the same approach used in [3] to 
prove our Lemma 2.) At this point, it is now straightforward to construct he 
desired graph F along the lines of the proof of Theorem 1 above. Therefore, 
Theorem 2 holds for K = 3. 
For K > 3, we must modify the above construction. In this case, two complete 
graphs of order K joined at K -  1 vertices erve for a sender. As before, we put a 
complete graph with K vertices in each cell for reference, joining them with 
senders. Choose K -3  of these colors to act as dummies. Now, take the graph 
constructed in Theorem 1 and connect every vertex of it to each of these dummy 
colors with positive senders. In that part of the graph, only three particular colors 
are available, so that graph fulfil].~ its desired purpose. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2; Theorem 2' now follows in essentially the same way as Theorem 
1'. [] 
3. Ftmther rtmmrks 
By using standard techniques, we can strengthen Theorems 2 and 2' to planar 
graphs. 
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Theorem 3. I f  K = 3 then in Theorem 2, the graph F can be made planar with 
maximum degree 4, and indeed can be drawn in the plane so that the cells are 
arranged in a doubly-periodic way. 
Proo|. A construction is given in [7] which converts any 3-colorability problem 
into one in which the graph is planar and has maximum degree 4. (A construction 
which gives planarity, but a larger maximum degree, is given in [6].) It is obvious 
that this construction permits the graph to be drawn in the plane in the desired 
way. [] 
It is also clear that Theorem 2' can be similarly extended, except hat it may be 
necessary to delete edges, as well as adding them. 
Theorem 3 is useful in proving an undecidability result in Euclidean Ramsey 
theory; see [4]. 
Finally, it is worthwhile to observe that the results proved here represent cases 
of a general principle; NP-complete problems tend to have infinite analogs that 
are undecidable. This stems from the fact that proofs of NP-completeness 
originate from modeling a Turing machine. Of course, it is not immediately 
obvious what the infinite analog of the traveling salesman problem, for instance, 
ought to be. It would be desirable to make this principle rigorous, and to clarify 
the limits of its application to such problems as the travelling salesman problem. 
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